
DE S CRIP T ION

Wall or ceiling lamp with re ected
and di used light. Hand-blown cased
glass di user, hot bent and subject
externally to immersion in acid.
Mounting plate, housing the lighting
technology part, made of aluminium
colour epoxy powder coated die cast
zamak.

MAT E RIALS

Blown satin glass and lacquered metal

COLORS

White

Folio, so tto
by Carlo Urbinati, Alessandro Vecchiato



Designed by the founders of Foscarini in the rst years of the company's life, Folio pays homage to the simplicity of the small
gestures that make a lighting design decorative. This lamp evokes a sheet of paper being stretched. Two corners bend slightly
towards the wall or the ceiling with a movement just hinted at but enough to give volume to the twodimensional shape of a sheet
of paper. Two small screws hook the blown glass di user to the metal support and these two points become a delicate
decorative element. Folio's light source is housed inside the metal support and di uses a warm, intense light through its satin-

nished screen.

Folio

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

Blown satin glass and lacquered metal

COLORS

LIG HT S OU RCE

LED retro t, Halo 1x 120W R7s

CE RT IFICAT IONS

   

E NE RG Y E FFICIE NCY

A+, A, C

Folio, so tto
technical details



CARLO U RB INAT I,  ALE S S ANDRO V E CCHIAT O

Carlo Urbinati and Alessandro Vecchiato
began their relationship with Foscarini as
designers, with projects that revisit the
tradition of blown glass, such as the Folio
lamp,

and then determining and co-ordinating a
complete brand and product evolution path,
setting the groundwork for a collection that
is completely free in its ideas, in its cultural
references and technological processes: a
unique multitude on the light scene.

Folio, so tto
Designer



Folio

Folio, so tto
family
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